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INrEiRODffJCTION

   It is well 1〈nown fact that one c,jli the main ftmctions of a winding part of

a fiy frame is to wintl up roving so as to have a certain constant weight per

unit length, To mal〈e the roving weight constant, what value should be operate

constant? There are two ideas to realize it. One of them is to operate winding

tension constant and the other is to operate winding speed of roving to pacl〈age

constant. Iss!gi et al, investigated the relations between the winding tension

and the roving weiglit per unit length and concluded that the correlation bet-

ween the both factors is not so high.i)2) The authors infer that the roving

weight has rather good correlation with the winding speed. However to detect

the winding speed direetly and continuously when the machine is working is

very difficult and has been almost impossible, The winding speeds obtained in

the past were derived indirectly by multiplying package raclius measured after

the winding with relative revolving speed of bobbin shaft to flyer shaft, The

revolving speed of the both shaft was measured by a revolutien counter inde-

pendently,

   The first hal'E of thi$ paper reports the principle of the invention of a

measurement apparatus of the winding speed of roving, In ordinary fly frame

roving is draftecl a little between front roller and flyer top. This draft has been

¢onsidered irnpropey and called as "improper draft" or "unstable drafV', A great

deal of endeavors has been concentrated to avoid this undesirable draft, But

the authors consider that thls draft is rather useful to control the roving weight

in a certain range, only if we can catch winding speed on real time and ma-

nage it at our will. For this reason authors call this draft "winding clrafV' and

intend to operate it positively.

   The latter half of the report is spent to describe the influences of the fac-

tors of winding such as draft ratio of roller part, teeth number of $haper wheel

and twisting number of roving to presser and fiyer top, against such values as

winding speed or winding draft ratio, roving weight per unit length and pac-

l〈age diameter,
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PRINCffPLE OF ME,ASEJRING EQI[JX?MENTS OF WINDING SPEE"

    As already mentioned, one of the rnost important functions of a winding

process of roving is to make such a roving as to have a certain constTant: weight

per unit length throughout the whole Iayers of a package, The reasons wliy the

roving weight per unit length does not become constant are considered as fc}!-

lows ;

1) Roving fed to fly frame has own fltictuations before the drafting,

2) Draft parts of the frame cannot ?alw,ays give a constant draft to roving,

3) Wincling part of the frame givc･:･; roving unexpected clraft viz. windii'ig

  draft.

The report this time only concerns with the irregularity of roving weight cau-

sed by the above reason 3), The mechanism of this ir]'egularity can be cle$cribecl,

as follows;

Roving delivered from a front roller with constant speed U is fed in a fiyer

and is wound to a bobbin. Now let cob and ft)f be angular speecl of bobbin an(l

flyer re$pectively, then we obtain the following relation easily,

v==r(a,b-tuf) (z)
where v is wincling speed of roving to bobbin and r is radius of the layered

bobbin. In this paper authors define the winding draft ratio,

, D=v/U
As r increases gradually with increase o'f layers, wb must be reduced gradually

so that the right hand side of the equation (1) gives constant value. In the fly

frame of present time the gradual changes of tub with increase of layers are

settled beforehand by selection of shaper wheeL For this mechanism v often

cannot be constant. Impropriety of winding speed v means impropriety of

winding draft ratio and causes impropriety of roving weight per unit length.

But authors suppose that none has ever measured the winding draft ratios and

examined the correlations between these draft ratios and the rQving weights

per unit length.,To study the above correlations the authors developed an

apparatus which can detect the winding speecl accordingly the winding clraft

i'atio directly and continuously during the winding.

   Fig. 1shows the down view of a flyer and abobbin. As was already

mentioned, the roving is wound up to the bobbin with a relative angular ve-

locity of the bobbin shaft against that of the flyer shaft. Owing to this mecha-
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I'?ig. 1 Winding part and measuring roller

nism if we set a measuring apparatus on the fiyer and measure the surface

speed of the bobbin, we can get relative velocity of the bobbin against fiyer

(winding speed) easily. The authors use such a smalt roller, here named "mea-

suring reller", as shown in Fig. 1. The roller rolls on a bobbin without any

slip. Therefore the surface speed of the measuring roller is almost same with

the winding speed of roving. This relation can be written as

                               vt'= o)R rR (2)

where a)R and rR denotes angular velocity of the measuring roller and the

radius of the roller respectively. If we measure the angular velocity of the

roller continuously during the windiing, we cah detect the winding ve!ocity on

real time. An electric contact switch was employecl to measure the angular

velocity of the roller as shown in Fig. 2. The measuring roller produces elec-

tric pulses in proportion to its revolution numbers per unit time, as a cam

mounted on the roller put off the contact switch of the electric circuit, To open

and shut the contact switch perfectly a plate spring of phospher bronze is

employed. Very small needle bearing is. u$ed as the bearing of the roller to

PRESSE'R

EI.ECTRIC CONTACrr POINT

                      '- PRESSER
                        CAM               BEAIIING
MEASVRING' RoLLER PLATE SPIuNG

       Fig. 2 Measuring roller
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reduce frictional force to it. 1)he cligital eeleet/ric

pulses are Ied to the top of the tlyer alc)xxg 'tlye.r

electric slip ring specially inanufactztred, or ino-

!BoBBrN i'eOVer led to the bottom of the ilyer spinclle ari(1

are taken out through a reacly-･-rnacle eiectric slip

D-A ring, The pulses transfere(1 ak"e led to a digital--･

MEAsvRiNG vt;RT-]Tt analOgUC}･ Converte･r with dry batteries cor)ne.ctedCON･

ROLLER i)Ry in parallel, Obtained analogic values are recoz'clecl
          '1 BATTERY by a peu recorcler, Fi'g. 3 shows electric cii'cuit

                    of the measuring system,
,

       sup RiNG EXPERiMENewAIa RESUEI,r['S AND Ims(:ussx(pNs

  Fig. 3, Measurment system I･ EXainples of aneasurimg of winding velocity

     of winding speed Fig･ 4shovvs examples of the records of winH

                          ding speed which are detected by the measttring

 rgller developed here, Fig. 4(a〉 shows the records for the case ofi ordinary con-

 ditions. Horizontal and vertical axes show time (viz. nurnbers of layer) and

 revglution numl)er of the measuring roller per unit time (viz, winding speed of

 roving), respectively. The figure shows that winding speed is almost flat except

 the ypper ancl lower end of the iayered bobbin, At the end point of the Iayei"ed

 bobbin the winding speecl drop siightly because at this encl rovk]g tumbles

 down a little ancl the measuring roller also may slip down the slope of the end

 of bobbin. With growth of the layers of the package, these drops of the win-

ding speed become rnore notable aRd fluetuations of the speed also become

lgrger, because the pacl〈age becames softer with increase of the layer nurnber.

Fig, 4(b) shows the case where roving is twistecl at the top of flyer with 5/4

turns and twisted to the presser with 3 turns and so the resistance forces of

flyer to roving are very large, The winding speed of this case also indieates

flat in all. The remarkable tendency of this case is that the instantaneous fiu-

ctuations of the winding speed are smallest of ail treated here, because the

package is built up tightly as the tensions of roving from flyer is very large

ancl so tl?e measuring reller of this case does not bound up so easily as another

cas,es, Fig. 4(c) shgws on the contrary to the above the case where the roving

resistance of flyer is very small, a$ the roving is twisted at the top of flyer

with 1/4 turns and twisted to the presser with 1 tttrn. The figure shows pretty

large fiuctuations of the winding speed in comparison with any other oi]e. This

large fiuctuations are brought by jumping of the rneasuring roller on the surface
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of the soft and elastic package. The drops of the speed at the corner are also

very large because the roller falls down from the corner and the roving also

tumbles down a little at the corner. Fig. 4(d) shows the case where any roving

is not delivered to the flyer. The bobbin used here is covered by a woolen

cloth to keep off both slip and bound of the measuring roller. The measured

results show that the winding speed falls down gradually with progress of the

layers number, as the radius of the bobbin is that of naked bobbin throughout

the winding

II. Influences of some factors on winding of roving

   In the present report the effects of the factors concerning the winding,

such as twisting number of roving to presser and that at flyer top, teeth num-

ber of shaper wheel, amount of false twists and quantity of roller draft, are

examined, measuring diameter of layered bobbin, winding speed consequently

winding draft ratio and roving weight per unit length. The twisting number
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 of roving to presser are selected as 1, 2 and 3, ancZ the twisting number at

 the flyer top used are 1/tl･, 3/4 and 5/4. The teeth number oifi sliaper wheel

 $elected are 21, 23 and 25, The false twist is changecl by rubbar cap pttt on ttie

 top of fiyer, Roller draft ratio of roving is varied to 5, 34, 6, 77, 9. 31･l ai'id ZO. 61,

(1) Standard conditions of winding

    First of all the standard conclitions of winding are settlecl as follows; '[Vho

roller draft ratio is 8. 13, the teeth number of shaper wheel is equal to 2;'S, 'the

twisting number of roving at the top of flyer is 3/4 ancl the twisting number

of roving to presser is 2. The winding speed is measurecl continktously by the

measuring roller till the layer numbez' (,fthe package becomes 50, Thc} winding

draft ratio can be easily calculated by dividing the vaZue of tlie winding spaecl

by .the value of speed of roving just delivered from the front roller, Roving

weight per unit length and cliameter of the package are measured by a balemce

and a ruler directly, unwincling the wound up package inversely, Fig. 5 shows

experimental results for the standard conditions. Fig, 5(a) shows the diameteers

of the package and (b) shows the winding clraft ratio and the roving weight

against layer of package, The figure shows winding draft ratio becomes about

1. 10 and nearly constant throtighout the winding. Perhaps this fact ¢au$es !Iat-

ness of the curve of the roving weight as shown in the figLtre, The cliameter
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of the package also hardly fluctuates. A few fiuctuation of the weight may be

brought by the initial fiuctuations of the roving delivered 'from the front roller.

The value of the roving at the top of fiyer is also shown in Fig. 5,

(2) Effects of resistance force to roving

   In the next part the effects of resistance force of fiyer to roving are deter-

minecl quantitatively. To change the resistance force o'E fiyer to roving can be

reatized by chnging twisting number of roving both at top of fiyer and that to

presser.

   Fig. 6 shows the results measured for the case where the twisting number

             110
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            rp 50
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        1'wisting no, oS roying at ftyer top

             ;〈 1/4 e 1,2e
             e3/4 '(b)l･ll:tpttzi[illlllllllllllllliliil,

  1,e5 twoonww{Ob
S'a'i'ii p`""po".t"""or"vexA...o,,-,.

gg-..glg,

& 3,7
           10 20 ' 30 40 50
                    No, of' layers

   Fig. 6 Fffects of twisting no. at flyer top

of roving at the top of fiyer is set to 1/4, 3/4 and 5/4, and another factors

values are settled equal to those of the standard conditions. The figure points

out that the diaineter of the bobbin tends to smaller one with increase of the

twisting number at flyer top. The reason of these facts, the authors consider,

is that the pacl〈age is wound harder as the roving tension becomes larger with

change of the twisting number from standard value 3/4 to !arge one 5/4, The

shorter diameter of package causes smaller winding draft ratio and larger rov-

ing weight per unit length, On the contrary by the same reason, when twist-
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ing number is decreased from 3/4 to 1/4, the roving weight becomes smaller.

    Fig. 7 shows the influences of twisting number of roving to presser. The

twisting number is changed to 1, 2 and 3. Experimental results show that the

tendencies of the changes of the package diameter the winding draft ratio and

the roving weight with increase of the twisting number to presser are just

same as the case where the turning number at the top of flyer is varied. The

results shown in Fig, 6 and 7 indicate that to increase twisting number of ro-

ving both to presser and at flyer top are same in its physical meaning, Incre-

asing the twisting number means k} raise resistance forces of flyer to roving,

whichever part of fiyer it may be. Fig. 8 shows the results where the twisting

numbers both to presser and at fiyer top are changed at once. When twisting

number at flyer top is 1/4 ancl that to presser is 1, the re$istance force of flyer

to roving, consequently the roving tension is the smallest of all. Remarl〈able

tendencies of Fig, 8 are that when the roving tension is small for example

twisting number at flyer t,op is 1/4･ and that to presser is '1, the roving weight

goes clown gradually with a certain constant rate. When the roving tension is

large for example twisting number at fiyer top is 514 and that to presser is 3,

the roving weight becomes large by the same reason just disscus$ed above,

But in the case o'E descent draft the roving weight cannot become large infini-

tely as the winding clraft ratio has under limit equal to 1,O. When the value

[winding speed of roving to package]/rdelivery speed oi roving from front

roller] exceed under 1.00, then the roving becomes loose between the front

roller and the flyer top and gradually droop more and rnore, At last the roving

is cut down getting coiled around the flyer top, In the present experiment the

roving is cut down at the 20th layer and cannot be wound again whenever

twisting number to presser is aclhered to 3 and that at fiyer top to 5/4.

(3) Effects of teeth number of shaper wheel

   In ordinary fly frame to change the rate of decrease of angular speed of

bobbin shaft corresponding to the growth of layers is realized by the change of

shaper wheel. Less the teeth number of shaper wheel, greater the progress of

the belt of a speed converter of cone drum and therefore greater the rate of

decrease of the angular speed of the bobbin shaft. The selection of the shaper

wheel which gives well fitted wincling condition is very important, Impropriety

of selection of shaper wheel causes the discrepancy of winding draft ratio di-

rectly. However the aspect of this discrepancy has never investigated. For

this view point the influences of selection of shaper wheel was examined vary-

ing teeth number of it to 21, 23 and 25. Another conditions of winding are

just same as those of the standard conditions, Experimental results are shown
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      in Fig. 9. The curves of the figure indicate that when teeth number becomes

      smaller, winding draft ratio also becomes smaller. This tendency is caused by

     decrease of the relative angular speed. In this condition the roving weight

     becomes larger as the draft ratio is smaller. The package diameter becomes

     larger as the teeth number is smaller, The reason of the above faet is consi-

     dered as follows;

     Asi the draft ratio is srnall when teeth number of shaper wheel i$ small, re-

     ving is not wound firmly to flyer and so winding tension of roving is not so

     great and this causes soft and large diameter of package.

     (4) Effects of false twists

         False twists are given to the roving between the front roller and the flyer

     top so as to save cutting off and undesirable drafting of roving. In ordinary

     flyer false twi$ts are produced by a circular hoie at flyer top. But in recent

, years a square hole at flyer top or rubber cap covered on flyer top are adopted

     frequently to ensure false twists certainly. In this report the influences of

     ordinary fiyer and rubber cap flyer are compared mutually. Fig. 10 shovvts the

     results observed. Any certain tendency cannot be found of the winding draft

     between ordinary fiyer and rubber cap flyer. But the diameter of package
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 wound by rubber cap f'lyer is smaller than that by orclitiary 'flyer ari〈1 the z'oving.

 weight by rubber cap flyer is a little larger than that by orclinary tlyer. Tlie

above inclination in stipposed that as the roving of rubber cap flyer has rnore

false twists than those of ordinary flyer, it becomes harder to di'aft a'nd so

tension of it becomes larger and pacl〈age is wottnd in snialler diameter,

(5) Effects of roller draft ratio

    The shaper wheel should be changed in order to wirid a r)ackage properly

when the ratio of roller draft is chai'iged. Here the dra'ft at the roller drafft

part of the frame i$ called as "roller di'aft" to disting, uisli it froin "wincling

drafV'. The influences of roller draft fitLtio to the winding di"aft ratio ancl tlie

roving weight are studiecl changing roller clraft ratio ancl not changir)g any

other lactors as shown in Fig. 6, The graphs in Fig. 11 $how the tendencies

that the package diameter becomes, larger and so the winding draft rat'io becro-

mes Iarger and the roving weight has cleclining character against layter$ with

decrease of roller draft ratio.

(6) Correlations between winding draft and roving weight

   Figs. from 5 to 11 show that there are considerably high correlations

between the winding draft ratios and the roving weights. As tlie roving

weight decreases if the winding draft ratio increases, i"eciprocals of the reving

weights against the winding draft ratios are protted for some typical cases in

Fig. 12. For each case the relations of reciprocals o'f the roving weight

against the winding clraft ratios seem to have some inclination, although the

position of each group is not same, Fig. 13 shows the reciprocals of the ratio
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Is"ig. 13 Correlation between winding dra'ft and t'oving weight

of reving weight at the package to tlae unit length weight of the roving deli- ,

vered from front roller against the wincling draft ratio, As the roving weights

are normalized by the roving weights at the front roller, the relations are dis-

played nearly in one line for all cases. The dotted line indicates theoreti¢al

value. This strong correlation suggests that the roving weight must be cont-

roled positively within a certain range by managing of winding draft ratio

namely winding speecl,

CONCLUSIONS

  1) An apparatus for measurement of winding speed of roving to package

continuously is devised. The principle of the apparatus is to detect winding

speed by measurement or revolving speed of the roller which is attached at the

end of presser and revolves keeping contact with package surface without any

slip. The revolution speed of the roller is taken out from flyer spindle in form

of digital pulse, which is afterwards converted in form of analogue value

through a D--A converter.

  2) Using this apparatus devised and other measuring instruments wincling

draft, roving weight per unit length and package diameter are measured and

examined for various conditions of winding. The measured results and conclu-

sions are as follows;

   a) Roving weight increases with increase of resistance force of fiyer to

  roving. For larger resistance force causes larger tension of roving and larger
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tention of roving makes the package 'firm and slender.

  b) Winding draft becomes smaller and roving weight becomes larger wherx

rate of decrease of revolution speed of bobbin shaft is set larger, changing

teeth number of shaper wheel larger,

  c) Roving weight increases with increase o'f false twist, Becatise 1iard twi$t

mal〈es package diarneter smaller ancl causes smaller winding dra'Et,

 d) Winding draft ratio becomes larger and increasing of rc)ving weight of

couse larger ancl so growing rate o'f package diameter becomes larger when
roller draft rati6 is changed smaller.

 e) There is pretty goocl correlation between roving weight i'atio and win-

ding draft ratio. This good correlation suggests that wincling draft ratio

should be chosen as operation value if control of roving weight ratio is in-

tendecl,
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